Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the load balancing problem by jointly considering sectorization and hybrid F/CDMA scheme in the scenario of non-uniform traffic distributions. The problem is formulated as a mathematical optimization model, and is solved by Lagrangean relaxation approach. The model objective is to minimize weighted blocking probability in terms of distribution diversity. To evaluate the model, performance analysis of adaptive load balancing is conducted by proposed bandwidth segmentation scheme; it is denoted adaptive scheme (AS). Non-adaptive (NA) approach by common power control scheme is compared. Combining sectorization and bandwidth segmentation scheme provides novel adaptive load balancing. Performance improvement that proposed adaptive scheme outperforms common power control scheme is about 50%.
Introduction
Code-division multiple access (CDMA) technique has been a promising technique for next generation wireless communication systems since the same bandwidth is shared by all users in the system, i.e. reuse of unity, soft channel capacity, and so forth. Users transmitting in the same frequency band are identified by user-specific code. For the sake of imperfect code orthogonality, interferences are incurred. In a multi-cellular environment, whenever a particular CDMA cell becomes increasingly loaded and the user increases, it will unavoidably affect all users in the system, not only the users in the home cell but also those in neighboring cells, especially in the scenario of hot spot and non-uniform traffic distributions. Hence, the system performance decreases as the number of active users increases. Generally, a solution to the interference problem is power control mechanism for uniform traffic distribution environment, which attempts to achieve constant received mean power from each mobile within a cell [1] . However, with hot-spot cell, powering up all users in the cell to accommodate more users will result in excessive interference to users in neighboring cells to maintain sufficient signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) levels at their cell sites. Considering linear distribution, as in highway, power control may not be appropriate approach in the scenario. For non-uniform traffic distribution, sectorization is an effective way to maximize the network capacity [2] [3] . The goal of dynamic sectorization is similar to load balancing in previous studies [4] [5] . Adaptive load-shedding scheme combines the power control and soft handoff functionality to enforce some users farthest away from cell/base station (two terms are used in turn hereafter) enter forced soft handoffs, and transfer to neighboring cells that are lightly loaded. In such a way, heavily loaded cells dynamically down size their coverage area in order to serve traffics, while adjacent cells that are less heavily loaded increase their coverage to accommodate the extra traffics.
A hybrid F/CDMA scheme has been proposed to moderately mitigate interferences [6] . In consideration of F/CDMA, capacity analysis in multi-band overlaid CDMA is proposed, and maximum bandwidth utilization is obtained [7] [8] . Especially, the multi-band spectrum is to provisioning heterogeneous services requirements with sub-bands [8] . In this paper, we investigate the load balancing to maximize system capacity by jointly considering sectorization and allocating appropriate sub-spectrum in a cell. CDMA background is given in section 2. Section 3 presents the model of adaptive load balancing as well as solution approach. Section 4 illustrates the computational experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
CDMA Background

Sectorization and Hybrid F/CDMA Scheme
The common way to reducing the interference between users is sectorization using directional antennas. Sectorization utilizes the spatial domain to introduce orthogonalization [2] [3] to the system. Since only a subset of the users is received at each antenna, the interference that each user incurs is less compared to a single antenna system. Without loss of generality, the interferences between users can be treated as the interferences between sectors. If the interference indicator function between sectors is pre-calculated, the interference from other users/cells is easily analyzed.
To do so, sector candidates probably configured in base station (BS) must be defined. Denote K the set of sector configurations. Denote S the set of sector candidates, each sector candidate , k i s is defined by both sector configuration (k) and sector identity (i). Denote B the set of BSs, in this paper, two configurations are given at base station ( K =2), they includes one sector ( 360 with omni-directional antenna) and three sectors (120 per sector), and assign k =1, 2, respectively. For simplicity, , k i s is substituted by s , and denote sector js the sector s in BS j (
B is the set of base stations. In hybrid F/CDMA scheme, the available wideband spectrum is divided into a number of sub-bands with smaller bandwidths. Each sub-band employs direct sequence (DS) spreading with reduced processing gain and is transmitted in one and only one sub-band. The capacity of this F/CDMA system is calculated as the sum of the capacities of the sub-band. will be used in turn throughout the paper.
We investigate the load balancing by jointly considering sectorization and hybrid F/CDMA scheme in the scenario of non-uniform environment. If there are four frequency segments (FS0, FS1, FS2, and FS3) to be assigned in a cell/sector, for each of traffic distributions in Fig. 1 where shadow cell means heavy loads, the probable assignment would be different. Since the nature of non-uniform traffic distribution, the bandwidth requirement in each cell to satisfying SIR would be varied. The proposed scheme is called "adaptive load balancing" to optimally assigning FS with respect to traffic loads, the interferences between cells/sectors can be mitigated by bandwidth segmentation. For example, if 
Interference Model
Given sector configuration, the interference indicator functions 
In downlink connection, it is similar to uplink except that the interference of intra-cell is more complicated. Auxiliary variables jsdt 
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3 Adaptive Load Balancing Model
Performance Measure
In this paper, we consider multiple traffic classes in adaptive load balancing. Kaufman model 
Problem Formulation and Solution Approach
The capacity of each cell/sector is calculated subject to SIR requirement. Probably, the cell that is lightly loaded is incurred more interference from the heavily loaded cell, it results to increasing blocking probability in lightly loaded cell. Appropriately allocating FS in a sector/cell to mitigate interference is considerable in the environment with heterogeneous traffics. The aim of the model is to investigate the load balancing among all cells/sectors in terms of blocking probability. Performance measure, 
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the QoS requirement of admission control, then SIR constraint for uplink and downlink is expressed by (7) and (8), respectively. Traffic intensity of class-c in sector js is calculated in (9) , where ( ) c t λ is mean arrival rate for class-c(t). The number of channels allocated is constrained by (10) . Denote jst δ indication function which is 1 if MS t is covered by sector js or 0 otherwise. MS t can be serviced in the coverage of sector js by (11), where j s R is the power transmission radius and jt D is the distance from sector js to MS t. Constraint (12) requires that each mobile user can be homed to only one base station. We do not take soft handoff into account. Since four auxiliary decision variables are introduced, a number of constraints are listed from (13) to (20). A pre-defined service rate c js Φ for class-c is given in (21).
Using bandwidth segmentation scheme, only one FS can be deployed in uplink and downlink by constraint (22) and (23), respectively. Constraints (24)-(30) are integer properties of the decision variables.
To solving the complicated optimization model, Lagrangean relaxation method is applied [10] . Problem (IP) is transferred to be a dual problem max ( )
by relaxing ten constraints (7), (8) 
Computational Experiments
Environment and Parameter
The structure of 5 5 × two-dimensional array with hexagonal cells is deployed, and
given js R =5.0km. The required bit energy-to-noise density (QoS) for voice (v) and
respectively, and the information rate
Activity factor Z is solved with maximum number of 1000 iterations. The improvement counter is given 25. Time consumed in each case is up to 370 (sec). The error gap defined by (UB-LB)/LB*100% is calculated less than 30% in all cases. For the purpose of statistic analysis, 100 tests are experimented in each case. Performance analysis is based on the average of 100 tests. 1, 2 Detailed algorithms are omitted due to the length limitation of the paper. A complete version of the paper is available upon request.
Performance Analysis
Traffic distributions including uniform (U), linear (L), as well as hop spot (H) models as shown in Fig. 1 are considered, performance analysis of adaptive load balancing is manipulated by proposed bandwidth segmentation scheme; it is denoted adaptive scheme (AS). For the comparison purpose, non-adaptive (NA) approach by common power control scheme [4] g =15 in Fig. 2 , no matter which distribution is considered, proposed AS scheme reduces blocking percentage of (0.0265-0.025)/0.0265*100% = 56.6%. In Fig. 3 , much more blocking (up to 0.034) is incurred in case of data intensity d js g =48 with NA scheme. Considering sectorization with S =3, IP Z is harmonically increasing function of data and voice traffics intensity in Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 , respectively. This implies that combining sectorization and bandwidth segmentation approaches provides novel adaptive load balancing scheme. In summary, performance improvement that proposed adaptive scheme outperforms power control scheme is about 50%.
Conclusion
To maximize entire system capacity in ever-increasing non-uniform distribution, we propose the load balancing mechanism by jointly considering sectorization and hybrid F/CDMA scheme. Experiments show the mechanism is outstanding for performance management. For more practical, further experiments can be conducted, such as more generic cell planning rather than hexagonal cell structure, a great diversity of non-uniform distributions, a lot of BLC combinations.
